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Changing the Inertial Mass of a Charged Particle
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We calculateutilizingWeber'slaw the force on a movingchargeexertedby a stationary chargedsphericalshellsurroundingit. We obtain a net force differentfrom
zerowhichis proportionalto the acceleration
of the testparticlerelativeto the spherical shell.This resultcan be interpretedby sayingthat the inertialmassof a testparticleshouldchangeif it is placedinsidea chargedsphericalshell.We concludethat this
potentialof the
modificationin the inertialmassis proportionalto the electrostatic
chargedsphericalshelland to the electricchargeof the testparticle.Then we present
which could be performedto test this prediction.
somepossibleexperiments
W.U.r'r law, Weberforce, inertialmass,potentialdependentmass
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momentum.Moreover,this force can be der$1. Weber'sElectrodynamics
ived from a velocity dependent potential
In this paper we proposean experimentto
energygivenby U: et ez(l - i2 I 2c\ f 4neor.
test directlyWeber'selectrodynamics.
Before The force is obtained in the usual way by
we discussthis experimentwe will present F- -? dUldr. Due to this fact Weber'selecbrieflyWeber'stheoryand the reasonswhy it
trodynamicsis alsocompatiblewith the princihasbeenchosenas the basison which to prople of conservationof energy.The force can
posethis new experiment.
also be derived from a Lagrangianfunction
According to Weber's electrodynamicsr-8)given by L: 7- S, where 7' is the kinetic
the force exertedby q, otr q' is given by
energyof the two chargeswith massesmr and
t / t 2 ( T : m r u lI 2 * m z a S
l Z) and S: q,q,
^
+
i'z
4nÊ,or,
as
has
been shown by
l2r') I
Q
4 n e or ' \ ^
2c2 cL/
Weber himself (note the sign changefrom U
whereso:8.85x lg-t' Flm is thevacuumper- t o S ) .
missivity,r-lrr-rzl is the distancebetween
Historically Weber arrived at this expresthe charges,i-(r,-r)lr
is the unit vector sion in order to derivefrom a singleformula
pointingfrom ezto Qr,i:drldt is the relative Coulomb'sforceand Ampère'sforcebetween
radial velocitybetweenthe charges,i- d'rl
current elements,which can be expressed
in
dt2 is their relativeradialacceleration,
modern vectorialnotation as
and c is
the ratio betweenelectromagneticand electrostaticunitsof charge,which was found exd2F: -# r,r,;Iz@t,.dtz)
perimentallyto havethe samevalueas the ve-3(ì- dt)(Ì. dt)|.
(2)
locity of light in vacuum(c:3 x 108m/s).
This forcecomplieswith Newton'sthird law
in the strongform. Due to this fact Weber's
In this expressiondz F is the force exerted
electrodynamics
is compatiblewith the princi- by the neutral current elementIz dlz on It dlr,
ples of conservationof linear and angular and i l o:4n x l 0-7 kg m C -2 i s the vacuum

p:?'Q.'+(r-:*i),

(l)
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permeability.
One of the reasons for the renewed interest
in Weber's electrodynamics recently is connected with the fact that Ampère's force can
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be derivedfrom Weber'stheory. In order to
understandthis fact we needto rememberthat
which appearsin the texthe only expression
tbooks nowadaysfor the force betweencurrent elementsis Grassmann'sforce (1845),
which can be written as

forcebetweentwo charges,but alsoFaraday's
law of induction(1831).We will not present
herethe detailsof this derivation,as it can be
found in Maxwell's Treatise.o)
When Weberderived eq. (2) from his force
Fechner'shypothesis,
law, eq. (l), he assumed
namely,that in an usual metalliccurrentthe
I P" I'dl'x ìf
positiveand negativechargesmove in oppod l F : I t d h x d B z : I r d h x' ll4- jn, r ' I
I
site directionswith the samevelocity.But reItIz
centlywe showedthat basedonly on the neu: - Ito
.
, Í ( d l t .d l z )? - ( d h . ì ) d l z l . ( 3 ) trality of the currentelements
and on Weber's
+n rforce we can still deriveAmpère'sforce, eq.
(2), evenwhenthe positiveions are fixedin the
In this expression
d2F is the force exertedby
the currentelementIzdlz on 1rdh and dBzis latticeand only the electronsmove generating
the magneticfield accordingto Biot-Savart's the current.rs)
This overcamethe first criticism
law.
of Weber'stheory.
It is a known fact that the force of a closed
The second reason for the neglect of
circuit on a currentelementof anothercircuit Weber'selectrodynamics
during the first half
(2) of this century was Helmholtz criticism of
is the sameaccordingto both expressions,
and (3). So for two or more closedcircuitswe Weber'stheory.a're)According
to him Weber's
cannot distinguishthem.On the otherhandif
law could lead to a "negative mass behavwe calculatethe force on part of a closedcir- iour" of the chargesin somesituationsinvolvcuit due to the remainingcircuit it is not yet ing high potentials.A particularconsequence
completelyclear if the two expressionsagree of this behaviourwould be chargesmovingat
with oneanother.In the lastten yearsmanyex- a velocityhigherthan the light velocity,which
perimentse-r3)
havebeenperformedwith a sin- has never been observed.The first to overglecircuittryingto distinguishin the laborato- comeHelmholtzcriticismhasbeenPhipps20-2t)
ry the two expressions.
Although most of
which proposeda generalization
of Weber's
these experiments favour Ampère's force potentialenergy,namely:
againstGrassmann's
force,this is still an open
subjectr4-r7)
and more researchis desirablebeQtQz f-- i"
Up:,
ll,
fore a definitiveconclusioncan be drawn.
4ne"7 t
c'
Although we do not find Ampère'sforce in
\
-QrQz (r-"
-i4
(4)
most textbooks,but only Grassmann's
force,
4neor\t-zd-8.')
it should be remarkedthat J. C. Maxwell
knew both force laws, eqs. (2) and (3), and This potentialreducesto Weber'sexpression
preferred Ampère's force to Grassmann's for low velocities.As it is freeof the negative
one. For instance,in his major and lastwork,
massbehaviourit overcameHelmholtz'scritiA Treatiseof Electricity and Magnetism, after
cismof Weber'stheory.Two aspectsmust be
presentingGrassmann's
force (ref. 4, Yol.2,
The first oneis that Phipps'solution
observed.
article 526,p. 174)and two other forcelawsof
is a very recentone, indicatinga renewedinhis own, Maxwellmadethe following compari- terestin Weber'stheory.The secondand most
son of theseforce laws and that of Ampère, importantone is that it indicatesclearlywhat
eq. (2): "Of thesefour differentassumptions were the limitations of Weber's model,
that of Ampèreis undoubtedtythe best,since namely,that it shouldbe valid only until the
it is the only one which makesthe forces on
secondorder in uf c, inclusive.
the two elementsnot only equal and opposite
The third kind of criticismwhich has been
but in the straight line which joins them."
madeagainstWeber'stheoryis the fact that it
(ref. 4, Yol. 2, article 527,p. 174).
is an action-at-a-distance
law, like Newton's
Weber suceeded
in derivingnot only Gauss law of gravity. Two things must be remarked
and Ampère'slaws from his expressionof the
here.The first one is that Moon and Spencer22)

a
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introducedthe retardedtime (t-rlc instead
of r) in Weber'sforce,and so overcomingthis
developed
limitation. And recentlyWesley6'7)
the
introducing
but
the same kind of idea,
potentials
fields,
and
retardedtime in Weber's
insteadof directlyin the forcelaw. With these
two approachesthe stigmaof beingan actiontheory is not valid anymore.
at-a-distance
The secondaspectto be remarkedon this
respect is that although Weber's theory is
simultaneousand instantaneous,the first to
derivethe waveequationfor the propagation
of an electricdisturbance(a pulse of voltage
or current, for instance)in a metallic circuit
wereWeberand Kirchhoff,in 1856and 1857.
They werethe first to obtain the correctequations of the transmissionline theory. Both
theworkedwith Weber'saction-at-a-distance
ory coupled with the law of conservationof
charges.For a detaileddiscussionof all these
factsseeref. 23-27and 5, Vol. 2, pp. 523-535.
Apart from thesequestionsof electrodynamics, thereare many important and new results
which appearedrecentlydealing with a WeWe will
ber'sforceappliedto gravitation.2s-30)
not go into the detailsherebut the main ideais
of Newton'slaw of gravithat a generalization
tation with termssimilar to the generalization
of Coulomb'slaw proposedby Weberyields
Mach's principle (the inertial forces like ma,
the centrifugaland Coriolis forces,beingdue
to a gravitationalinteractionof any body with
principle
the equivalence
the distantuniverse),
(a derivation of the proportionality between
inertial and gravitational masses)and the
precessionof the perihelionof the planets.
Sokol'skii and Sadovnikov have also discussedthe fact that a Weber's force law for
gravitation modelsthe delay in the propagation of interactionsdespitebeingan action-attheory.3r)
a-distance
Despiteall thesepositivesremarksregarding
Weber'slaw we haveshownthat it is only an
approximationvalid up to secondorder in uI
This meansthat Weber'selecc, inclusive.32'33)
trodynamicsshould not be applied without
modificationsto particles moving near the
light velocity.In the next sectionwe will analysea possibleexperimentto be performedin
this regimeof low velocitiesin order to testan
essentialproperty of Weber's force, namely,

of
the fact that it dependson the acceleration
the test charge.
$2. Changingthe InertialMassof a Charged
Particle
We now calculatewith Weber'sforce, €Q.
(l), the force on a chargeq exertedby a surrounding hollow sphericalshell of radius R
and charge Q uniformly distributedover its
surface.We performthe integrationfollowing
similar proceduresutilized in related probsupposethe sphericalshellto be
lems.2e'33)We
at rest and without rotation in the laboratory.
When q is anywhereinside the shell and has
any velocitythis yields:
QQ

', -s-

,= o:!

l}neoc2R'

o.

(5)

3c2-

of q relaa is the acceleration
In this expression
tive to the centerof the sphericalshell, and
potentialanyó:Ql4neoR is the electrostatic
whereinsidethe shell,supposingthe potential
to be zeroat infinity. When a particleof inertial massm and chargeq is interactingwith N
other bodies(with the Earth, with a magnet,
wire, with a spring,
with a current-carrying
etc.)we obtain,utilizingNewton'ssecondlaw
of motion (valid for u'rr t') and observing
that now the chargedshell is also exertinga
force on q:
N

I

r,: (m-rfl * )a,

(6)

where n i, ti. force exerted by the body i on
q, and r/t*:qQll2nêoc2R-qó13c2 is what
we call the Weber's inertial mass for this geometry. This shows that we can interpret the
result saying that the inertial mass of the test
charge should change when it is inside a
charged spherical shell.
In order to observe such an effect it is necessary to have an acceleratedtest charge. So we
need to have a resultant force on it due to the
other N bodies different from zero.
From eq. (6) many interesting results can be
drawn. If q and Q have the same (opposite)
sign then the effect of the charged spherical
shell is equivalent to a decrease(ihcrease)in
the inertial mass of the particle. An important
feature of this model is that the change in the
inertial mass of the test particle is independent
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of its velocity. This is a new result not predicted in other theories. Essentiallythe value
of Weber's inertial mass is proportional to the
electrostaticpotential of the shell.
An order of magnitude for this effect can be
easily obtained. The maximum electric field before the corona dischargein atmosphericair is
typically 3 x l0ó V/m (the breakdown value).34)
The electric field just outside the charged
In
sp her ic als hell is g i v e n b y E:Ql 4 n e " R 2 .
order to have an effect equivalent of doubling
the inertial mass of an electron, the radius of
the shell charged positively having this limiting breakdown field would be approximately
0.5 m. The potential of the shell in this case
wo u ld be 1. 5 M V . T h i s s h o w sth a t i t w o u l d b e
feasible to test the existenceof this effect in the
laboratory.
In order to perform the experiment the shell
should be made of a dielectric material (such
as glass).If it is made of metal the test charge
when acceleratedmay induce currents in the
shell. Beyond decreasingthe energy of the test
charge, this effect would disturb the analysis
of the experiment.
A possible experiment is to evacuate the
sphere(or at leastto let it with a low pressure)
so that an electron can move through it. The
source of electrons can be a heated filament or
a radium source. The experiment would be to
measurethe Larmor radius describedby these
electrons when they pass near a permanent
magnet. According to eq. (6) the iadius of the
orbit for an electron should be given by
(supposing a uniform magnetic fleld) rl ( m - m * ) u f e B | , w h e r e m - 9 . 1 x l 0 - - 3 k' g , u
is the electronvelocity, - e its charge, and B is
the magnetic field generated by the magnet.
We suggestthat this experimentshould be performed with two variations: with the permanent magnet inside and outside the sphere.
This care must be taken becausethe value of B
can change from one situation to another (if
the inertial mass of the electrons which constitute the magnet change due to the effect
which is being discussedhere, their spin can
also change). The trajectory of the electron
beam can be seenand measuredif the charged
spherical shell is made of glass and filled with
a low pressure gas that can be ionized by the
b e am .

The same experiment could also be performed analysing the Larmor radius of moving electronsbeing acceleratedby a permanent
As we
magnet outside a chargedcapacitor.32'33)
remarked in these works, the geometry of the
problem is also relevant for this effect.
In principle photons should not change
thei r frequency v or mass m, (ffi y-hvl c' ,
where ft is Planck's constant) due to an effect
similar to what is being discussedhere because
they have no net charge. According to eq. (6)
the charged shell will not exert any force on
them. The same can be said of photons moving inside or outside a charged capacitor.32'33)
Experiments agree with this prediction.
Kennedy and Thorndike analysed photons
moving through points varying by 5 x 104V
and did not find any effect.3s)
Any other experiment involving a charged
particle being acceleratedin regions of variable electrostatic potential can be utilized to
test this important aspect of Weber's electrodynamics. The relevant feature is that the
effect under consideration (the outcome of the
experiment) must involve the inertial mass of
the charged particle.
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